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CEO Message

Let’s focus on securing
our future technology edges by
innovation and change

To all of our employees around the world, Happy New Year!
The year 2016 is upon us. I hope that all of you will be able to evolve your
competencies and expertise and that your families will be blessed with good health
and happiness in the new year.
In 2015, we achieved several meaningful results despite the uncertain business
climate. First of all, we improved quality indexes in a range of areas. The CS1 Million
quality index improved by 69% YoY, and the North American IQS (Initial Quality
Study) also improved by 17%. Another great achievement was that we maintained
the highest operating ratio by mitigating factors contributing to factory downtime.
Last but not least, we were able to precisely match information with goods by
reinforcing system-based inventory management, and we improved production
efficiency through standardization and commonization. In addition, we reinforced
our basic competitiveness in various areas by improving our ability to supply service
parts and realizing IT-based system management.
As a result, this enabled us to re-establish ourselves as a module and system
specialist, and explore new opportunities for growth. I’d like to thank all of you for
doing your best in your respective fields.
governments. Until now, HYUNDAI MOBIS has been focused on external growth,
Dearest employees!

but as we do not quite have the world-best core competencies that we are striving for,

We accomplished a great deal last year thanks to your hard work, but we still have

hard times can be expected with regards to effectively competing with the leading

many hard lessons to reflect on and many future tasks that we must tackle.

companies. To propel through these challenges, we must readily equip ourselves

This year, in particular, we face not only social turmoil such as falling oil prices and a

with confidence and embody a spirit of challenge. Enduring a crisis is not enough.

global currency struggles, but also a deep global economic recession, all of which are

We must extract meaning and discover ourselves during such times of crisis, and

expected to persist. The struggle for survival and relevance in the automotive

find new growth engines of the future. This year, I am planning to improve our cost

industry is further intensifying. Global leaders are expanding their sales through

competitiveness and focus on preemptive management so that we can bolster our

aggressive investments and M&A, and newcomers are expanding their business

global competitiveness. To this end, I am proposing the following management

territory and growing rapidly by leveraging the support of their respective

policies.
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Enhancing your individual competency and expertise is also an
important task. HYUNDAI MOBIS is a global enterprise with over
260,000 people working in 29 manufacturing plants and 24 logistical
bases around the world. I need for you to make efforts to take
advantage of global leadership that is suited to the present status
of the company in order to make our corporate fundamentals and
principles part of our genetic code.

Third, we must expand the global standard system.
All of our employees around the world must work with the same process under one
strategy. When we move together in one direction, we can make complete results.
Last year, we established business standards and built management systems across
the organization. This year, I need you to apply these business standards globally and
actively use them locally.
I also need you to work hard to establish a ‘work-smart culture’ based on office
innovation. Last year, we produced some tangible results. We built an office
innovation infrastructure, converted knowledge into assets, shared information and
implemented a paperless office environment. But we still have a long way to go in
actively utilizing and sharing this infrastructure. I ask for you to make efforts to
change the way you work as well as your mindset.
Dearest employees!
Facing an important challenge this year, I highlighted our three management

First, we must enhance the competitiveness

Second, we must build a preemptive

policies, i.e. ‘reinforcement of the competitiveness of our products’, ‘building a

of our products.

management system

preemptive management system’ and ‘expansion of the global standard system’ and

We must be ferocious in securing the world’s best products in

across the organization.

things that you should do to accomplish our goals and secure competitiveness for

order to b ecome one of the top companies in the global

We must eliminate inefficiency through

our future growth.

marketplace. I need for you all to channel your energies towards

preemptive management. We must secure a

If we settle for the status quo without adapting to the ever-changing environment,

securing at least 15 power products, which account for more than

virtuous circle of quality by completing a

we will find ourselves collapsing into a crisis. It is true that we made meaningful

15% of the global market in core part and future technology areas,

consistent system from development to

improvements and results last year despite difficulties, but we are now just at the

multimedia, Brake System, steering System, by 2020. We also need

mass-production. To prevent problems at

starting line. We should never settle for being satisfied small results, and I need you

to improve the profitability of each product and strengthen our

the source, I hope that you will always be

to keep reaching toward the top through constant change and embracing of

marketing for global OE. Now is the time to fundamentally shift

thinking about optimization and how to

challenges.

our focus from quantitative growth to qualitative growth.

improve on weaker processes. If you think

We should capitalize on having unshakable fundamental competitiveness to

Beyond attaining the trust of our customers, we must pursue

ahead and manage one step in advance, you

concentrate our energies on preemptively attaining competitive edges in future

perfect quality to ensure the survival of the company. And in order

can reduce inefficiency.

technologies such as with environmentally-friendly cars and autonomous vehicles.

to reduce inefficient losses in half for this year, I have opted to

Enhancing your individual competency and

When we challenge new endeavors with an open mind instead of trying to maintain

strengthened the CS1 Million quality goal to less than 100 cases.

expertise is also an important task. HYUNDAI

what we already have, the dignity and prestige of the company will rise accordingly.

Conventional methods will not be enough. I need for you to

MOBIS is a global enterprise with over

I am grateful to all our employees around the world who are always working with

change from a follow-up management system to a preemptive

260,000 people working in 29 manufacturing

unflinching passion, and once again, I wish for your home to be filled with love and

management system. Never become complacent and tolerant for

plants and 24 logistical bases around the

happiness.

having just one defect, but arm yourself with the quality mindset

world. I need for you to make efforts to take

determined to eliminate every last defect.

advantage of global leadership that is suited

Thank you.

to the present status of the company in order

January 2016

to make our corporate fundamentals and

CEO

Chung Myung-Chul

principles part of our genetic code.
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MOBIS News

MOBIS News

‘Junior Engineering Class’ Expands to
Shanghai, China

Spirit of Sharing, Cooperation, Interaction
Imbued among Young Talents

HYUNDAI MOBIS carried out ‘Junior Engineering Class’

On January 14, HYUNDAI MOBIS announced that it had

among 50 pupils engaged in a science club at Jiuting

despatched ‘Happy Move Global Youth Service Corps ’ to

Elementary School, Shanghai end of last year.

China and conducted Junior Engineering Class as well as

The CES, which is the world’s largest show in this field

In an effort to support the company’s brand competitiveness in

school refurbishing work. The Corps, carried out throughout

organized by the Consumer Electronics Association, takes

China and build solidarity with the community through activity

H Y U N D A I M o t o r G ro u p , i s t h e c o u n t r y ’s l a rg e s t s t u -

For the first time in Korea’s auto parts industry, HYUNDAI

place in every January and at this particular era when the

for public interests, HYUNDAI MOBIS has been expanding

dents’overseas service corps founded in 2008 as part of its

MOBIS participated in the world’s largest electronics and

boundaries between the IT and other industries are crumbling

Junior Engineering Class (initially started in Korea) to Jiansu,

corporate social responsibility campaign and commemorates

technology show, CES (Consumer Electronics Show) taking

down, companies from diverse backgrounds are participating

China in 2014 and to Beijing in June 2015 and now sees

the 16th year this time.

place at the Las Vegas Convention Center in Las Vegas, the

in the CES. Also In step with rapid automotive electronization,

landing in Shanghai - China’s economic capital.

In an attempt to foster young hopefuls in the field of science,

U.S.A from January 6th to 9th.

more automobile and auto parts companies are taking part in

For this class, 30 employees from Shanghai MSH volunteered

the Corps carried out voluntary service centered on ‘Junior

In this CES 2016, HYUNDAI MOBIS displayed interactive

t h i s s h o w e v e r y y e a r. G i v e n s e l f - d r i v i n g c a r s re q u i re

as a lecturer. Prior to actual teaching, the volunteer team

Engineering Class ’ during seven days from January 10th to

exhibits demonstrating self-driving technology, intelligent

development of cutting-edge electronic devices as a

underwent some orientation course; they learned principle and

16th at Beijing. This effort may well project the image of the

driver’s seat and future automobile communication technology

prerequisite, people tend to increasingly pay more attention

theory of some programs such as ‘Solar energy car’, ‘Car

global auto parts company.

under the concept of ‘Lifetime Partner in Automobiles and

to the CES where they can check the latest trends of IT

automatically stopping before a barrier’ and ‘Car moving along

For three weeks after completing a week-long service activity

Beyond’. Through this, the company expects that visitors are

technology development.

the traffic lanes’, which were jointly developed by HYUNDAI

at Beijing, internship participants are going to carry out their

able to get more concrete ideas of future automobile

By introducing cutting-edge future car technology as well as

MOBIS, The National Academy of Engineering of Korea and

mission at overseas companies of HYUNDAI Motor Company,

communication technology and at the same time the exhibi-

the current product portfolios in this globally eye-catching

Hanyang Teenager Into Science & Technology at Hanyang

KIA Motors and HYUNDAI MOBIS in China (Beijing, Yancheng),

tion will contribute to enhancing the company’s global brand

show, HYUNDAI MOBIS is going to improve its global aware-

Univ. In this course, they also acquired lecturing skills.

Czech and Slovakia.

image as an overall auto parts company leading future

ness and also expand its overseas business bases.

The personnel in charge of this project said: “Through Junior

HYUNDAI MOBIS Shining Debut in CES

Engineering Class, participating children could cherish their

technology development.

dream of science and at the same time, Chinese employees
could have more loyalty for the company.”
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MOBIS News

HYUNDAI Motor Group

HYUNDAI MOBIS Magazine App released
In January, HYUNDAI MOBIS released ‘ HYUNDAI MOBIS
Magazine App ’ optimized to mobile environments such as
smartphone, tablet PC in step with the increase of mobile
device users and demand for digital contents.
To commemorate this release, an app download event takes
place for a month from official launching day January 28

HYUNDAI Motor Company Sales Record of 2015

KIA Motors Sales Record of 2015

through February 28. The company is going to present tablet
MTR: MOBIS Automotive and Module Industry A.S

PCs (Apple Ipad Pro) and coffee coupons to the winners of the

For the whole year of 2015, HYUNDAI Motor Company sold

For the whole year of 2015, KIA Motors sold 3,050,908 cars in

MTR Kicks off Social Contribution project

lottery among applicants who download app during this

4,964,837 cars in total across the globe including 714,121 in

total across the globe including 527,500 in Korea and

period. Detailed information regarding app download and

Korea and 4,250,716 abroad, marking a slight increase

2,523,408 abroad, achieving an excellent record beyond that

MTR has taken the first step to fulfill its responsibility as a

event promotion can be found at the company ’ s homepage

compared to the last year (CKD excluded).

of 2014 when the company had sold more than 3 million cars

member of the community. Visiting Ali Kaya Elementary School

(www.mobis.co.kr).

In the domestic market, the company achieved more sales

in a year for the first time since its foundation.

at Izmit city where the company is located, MTR delivered

HYUNDAI MOBIS has been distributing some 15,000 printed

than that of the last year thanks to effect of new cars such as

Amid the negative economic situation across the globe, the

needed equipment and school supplies to the school and

Magazines a month among its employees at home and abroad,

Avante and Tucson as well as aggressive marketing. While on

company’s landmark sales performance in 2015 was possible

discussed programs for continuous exchange and social

agents, cooperating companies and other readers. Along the

foreign soil, despite the slowdown of the Chinese market’s

due to the steady popularity of new cars such as Sportage and

contribution programs. On the first day, second and third

way, the company is also distributing some 5,000 Magazines in

growth momentum and the slump of emerging markets such

K5 released based on their high competition edge as well as of

graders of this school produced a surprise show by singing

English and Chinese on a bi-monthly basis for readers

as Russia and Brazil, the company could compensate such

major models such as K3, Pride and Sorento.

Korea’s folk song ‘Arirang’ and children’s song ‘3 Bears’ in

overseas.

loss through favorable sales in the advanced markets such as

Predicting not easy global economic situation this year as well,

Korean. In this city are located a number of Korean firms such

the US and Europe.

the company will work toward successful operation of its

as HYUNDAI Motor Group affiliates and Posco. And so locals

Given the overall harsh market environments this year,

Mexico Plant and also seeks to release new cars including

are said to be much interested in Korea’s culture, usually

HYUNDAI Motor Company is going to seek stable sales in the

environmentally-friendly models as a measure to tide over the

opting for Korean dramas and music.

domestic market focused on new cars and major models, while

‘troubled waters’ overseas. A company official said, “This year

In the first half of the year, MTR is going to start factory visit

carrying on exploring overseas markets. Thus, the company

too, we expected the market would be tough due to the

programs for pupils to learn of the actual field, and in the

suggested the sales target for this year of 5.01 million units

economic crisis of emerging markets, low oil price and

second half, is set to carry out ‘Bubble Umbrella Sharing

including domestic (693,000) and overseas (4,317,000).

exchange rate risk. We are going to continue our path of ‘new

Campaign’-the company’s typical corporate social contribution

A company official said, “At the moment, difficult market

car effect’ through successful launch of the new K7 in January

program. Bubble umbrellas, specially made from transparent

conditions remain-such as slowdown of growth in emerging

following last year’s release of the Sportage and K5. And

vinyl, aims to secure children’s visibility on a rainy day and

markets and increased uncertainty due to the fluctuation of

through our efforts to raise brand value and strengthen R&D

protect them from traffic accidents. Besides, the company is

exchange rates, leading to fiercer competition between

capability, we will certainly accomplish this year’s sales goal of

going to render required goods and service among welfare

automakers. So, we are going to enhance our basic capability

3.12 million cars.”

facilities for children in the area.

so that we can respond to change of business environments
more quickly, flexibly at home and abroad as part of our efforts
to firmly establish a growth base for future.”
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Car Life

In September 2015, HYUNDAI
Motors officially launched

Changes to Satisfy Drivers

‘High-performance Brand N’. It
contains the flagship company’s
will and vision to introduce new
vehicles with ‘driving
performance’ and ‘driving fun’
through the company’s
concentrated efforts towards
high-performance technology.
As a matter of fact, out of a
number of worldwide
automakers, global premium
brands or makers with big profit
models are pouring all their
efforts into maximizing various
consumer needs such as quality
and high-performance. Then,
why do automakers need highperformance brands?

30,000 parts. Unlike in the past, automotive

Written by Kim Pil-Soo
Prof Kim is currently teaching at
Dept of Automotive Engineering,
Daelim University College and
works robustly as an automotive
and traffic expert including a
directorship at Korea Association
of Auto Technicians and Korea
Automotive Inspection & Warranty
Association.

A modern automobile is composed of some
structures and systems continue to develop
and evolve into more complicated and
finely-operating systems. Now, automobiles
have risen to the position of moving living
space and moving electronic device beyond
a simple means of transportation. In the
future it is further expected to evolve to the
concept of the internet of things. That is,
automobiles are changing to a convergence
concept including safety, high mileage, high
efficiency and eco-friendliness, autonomous
driving and smart functionality. Recent
often-used terms such as fusion, hybrid,
crossover and convergence may all point to
a new concept car. As a result, consumers’

competitiveness. People’s driving sense in

selection criteria become tougher and

p a r t i c u l a r m ay b e a n o t h e r e s s e nt i a l

tougher. While in the past consumers used

requirement. In other words, they must be

to weigh up mileage, price and options one

satisfied with the basic requirements and

by one, these days they tend to opt for cars

may experience greater satisfaction through

with integrated views and also in a more

the added fun of driving. To automakers,

emot iona l way. To me et t hes e ne e ds,

maximizing profit models is essential to

automakers have far more problems to solve.

take a place global competitors. They must

In line with globally strengthened

maximize profit while basically continuing

environmental regulations, environmentally-

to release new cars to enhance consumer

friendly elements become more essentially

satisfaction. But that’s easier said than done.

required and at the same time automakers

As a matter of course we often hear of the

have to enhance high mileage and pricing

win-win concept but that’s never an easy
task to fulfill. Of strategies to maximize the

Why do Automakers Need
High-performance Brands?

fun of driving, the easiest way is to embody
high-performance. The reason being that it
i s a m e a n s t o m a x i m i z e prof it w h i l e
differentiating new models from ordinary
cars. To materialize this, automakers have to
enhance technical perfection and brand
image.
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mance N Brand promoted by HYUNDAI
Motor Group has significant implications.
This brand can be seen as a process to
heighten technical perfection as to be
commercially used as well as diversifying
model and brand image. The company has
recently been participating in the WRC
(World Rally Championship), which is one
of the two pillars of world motor sports, and
is recruiting directors who were in charge of
high-performance brands in big makers.
Given the company’s good performance
records in the WRC and its exhibition of
high-performance models at motor shows,
full-scale delivery of the brand seems not far
away. I am confident that by 2017 latest, one
or two sales models will emerge. Judging at
this point, I believe it is a timely move in the
Group’s path towards jumping forward as a
truly global maker. It is a process to be
upgraded to a premium maker in the form
of two tracks encompassing highEssential Elements to

higher price range than ordinary cars while

performance premium models, shaking

Becoming a Global Maker

increasing their brand image as well, kill

away from a maker so far centered on

As far as consumers are concerned, they can

two birds with one stone - fame and profit.

manufacture of ordinar y cars for mass

enhance their satisfaction level and create

The reason the Korean government has

production. I look forward to the birth of

their own world by means of special high-

recently been fostering automotive tuning as

‘professional tuners’ exclusively in charge of

performance cars rather than ordinary mass

an important industrial model of a creative

high-performance brands in HYUNDAI

produced cars. At the same time, auto-

economy, can be connected with these high-

Motor Group, and hope this will pave the

makers can have double advantages through

performance brands. This field can be

way for the Group’s new jump forward.

far higher profits than ordinary cars. Also

largely divided into two sectors: Pre-market

they can explore new markets and secure

mainly promoting high-performance

loyal customers in the mid- and long-terms.

brands prior to release of cars, and after

Most world-class automakers already

market following delivery of the cars to

possess high-performance brands as such.

consumers. These two sectors have their

The most widely known are Benz’s AMG

own roles and can demonstrate a synergistic

m o d e l a n d B M W ’s M s e r i e s . T h e s e

effect, and are able to be grown as a model

differentiated models, which have 30-50%

for win-win. In this light, High-perfor-
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Why do Automakers
Need
High-performance
Brands?

I ♥ Car
Written and photographed by Koh Sung-Keun Freelance writer
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Changes have been quick and fierce but the
stature of CES still remains high. According
to this year’s data of the governing body,
over 3,800 companies showed new products
and industr y professionals as many as
170,000 visited the show across the exhibit
site of 247,000㎡
HYUNDAI Motor Group at CES
CES 2016, which took place at Las Vegas for
four days from January 6th to 9th, has special

CES, which takes place every
January in Las Vegas, USA, stands
for ‘Consumer Electronics Show’ and
boasts the largest scale and
influence among the top three
global IT shows including IFA and
MWC. That said, the CES is no longer
just a show where traditional
electronics play a main role. From
the scenes in Las Vegas, I would like
to shed light on the future of
automobiles.

Could 2016 be the final year for CES?

meaning to HYUNDAI MOBIS as well. It’s

The CES, initiated in 1967, is an event

because for the first time in Korea’s auto parts

organized by the CEA (Consumer

industry, the company participated in a CES.

Electronics Association). In November just

Under the concept of ‘Lifetime Partner in

one month ahead of CES 2016, the CEA

Automobiles and Beyond’, it exhibited

changed its name to the CTA (Consumer

futuristic, innovative automotive

Technology Association). It’s because the

technologies and a diverse range of cutting-

ter m ‘E le c t ronics’ is no more able to

edge devices for driver convenience. In the

represent the overall event, implying that

exhibit site of some 260㎡ , the company

paradigms of the electronics field are

installed a booth made of two floors -

undergoing such inevitable changes.

displaying futuristic, innovative technology

People can’t expect any further innovations
i n e l e c t r o n i c s s u c h a s T V, d o m e s t i c
appliances and mobiles, and convergence

on t he g rou nd f l o or a n d t h e c u r r e nt
Booth of HYUNDAI MOBIS 1
Ford’s vehicles on display 2
KIA Motors’ vehicles on display 3

between the industries has become the main
stream and yet it is not easy to abandon a
name value so long maintained. The CEA,
accommodating such change by using the
term ‘technology’, is said to have asked the
reporters not to use the full name of the CES

The Future of Automobiles
Seen at “CES 2016”

while covering the event this year. This may
be interpreted as the governing body’s will
to minimize the image of ‘Electronics’ and
at this particular moment, it’s not a surprise
that next year, the title of the event may be
changed to the CTS (Consumer Technology
Show).
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CES 2016

that a smart car to be used in near future

generation version) applicable to the

may gradually have Connected, IoT and

vehicles released this year, embodying home

self-driving technology.

automation function of controlling various

Looking at the exhibitors from the

home electronics at the car in linkage with

automotive industr y, BMW stood out.

Amazon’s echo system based on voice

Automobiles on display were in the dozens

recognition. During the show, Ford boasted

and it had its booth uniquely at an indepen-

of its st atus as t he count r y’s f lagship

dent exhibit site outside Convention Center.

company by displaying various vehicles here

T h e t e c h n o l o g y t h at B M W u nv e i l e d

and there at the venue.

emphatically was ‘i Vision Future Interac-

Mysterious enterprise FF (Faraday Future)

tion’ based on i8. That Interaction with

turned up finally at the CES. The company,

technologies on the first floor.

Motor Show, or Electronics Show?

In this year’s CES, there was also a KIA

The CES has become a not-to-be-missed

Motors booth. The company, taking part in

event for global leading auto companies.

unique design without roof, door and even

credited as the unique rival of Tesla in the

this show biannually together with

CEOs of those companies not only appear at

side mir rors a l lows dr ivers to s e c ure

electric car market, unveiled ‘FFZERO1’, a

HYUNDAI Motors, held a press conference

the booth presentation of the show but also,

visibility in all directions using display

concept car as much as 1,000 horsepowers

for the first time since its participation in

new cars or concept cars are unveiled at the

within the car. Air Touch, unveiled for the

and exhibited only one concept car standing

this event. KIA Motors announced self-

CES quite often these days. There is a

first time across the world, also received a

out for its design rich with sensitiveness,

driving brand ‘Drive Wise’ and displayed

concern that the CES may affect the motor

wide attent ion. This te chnolog y t hat

making it one of the most popular booths at

electric cars ‘Soul EV’ and concept car

show ‘2016 NAIAS’ (North American

perceives movement of driver’s hand and

the CES.

‘NOVO’. So popular were these displays

International Auto Show) taking place a

distance, allows users to operate with simple

Interest in the car market went beyond that

enabling visitors to experience virtual

week later, and there is a joke as much as

manual work rather than touching the

of vehicle and parts industries. QUALCOMM,

reality self-driving in the Soul that there was

saying that C of the CES now should be for

screen directly.

famed as a leading IT company, suggested

a long queue.

‘Car’ instead of ‘Consumer’. The fact that

Volkswagen Group arranged large exhibit

an ambit ious blue pr int for ar t if icia l

HYUNDAI Motor company official said

this year’s exhibit area for vehicles increased

site, focused on Audi and Volkswagen. The

intelligence software development for the

emphasized that the company itself is

by more than 25% compared to CES 2015

company introduced ‘e-tron quattro’ -

purpose of cordless charging technology in

developing futuristic self-driving technology

eloquently demonstrates how fast the

electric concept car using self-driving

electric cars, and self-driving cars. While,

and added, “By 2030, we will see a complete

stature of vehicles is growing at the CES.

technology - and ‘TT RS’ - new model of

NVIDIA seemed to focus on building

self-driving era.” In the meantime, KIA

This year’s show also saw the world’s top

high-performance sports car and anno-

platforms for self-driving.

Motors suggested that in the future, people

automakers such as Volkswagen Group,

unced that the company will further expand

“CES 2016” presented me something to see

may be able to make payments directly from

BMW, Benz, Toyota, General Motors, Ford

Virtual Display technology that collects all

and fun other than a specialized motor

in a car and I was astonished at the idea that

as well as some 110 parts companies, most

vehicle information at dashboard. Along

show. While I wandered here and there

in a brave new world, we just touch the

of which were located at the North Hall of

with ‘BUDD-e’ that can run 533㎞ by one-

across such a wide site for four days, I was

autom o bi l e m on itor to p ay m on e y. I

Las Vegas Convention Center.

time charge, it also made public ‘e-GOLF

very curious and happy to see many novel

envisage that thanks to KIA Motors, our

The theme of CES 2016 can be summarized

Touch’ that may lead the commercialization

technologies. I look forward to days when

country could also see a large number of

by ‘ Technolog y C onnects. Industries

of next-generation infotainment system.

the automotive technologies introduced at

drive-thru fast food restaurants. Such novel

C ollaborate. Innovation B etters’, and

Ford unveiled Sync 3 system, (its third

the CES may be used in our daily lives.

service is welcome as it can provide drivers

discourse of the automotive industry may

really convenient functions along with self-

also be represented by the theme of the CES.

driving.

In a word, it is a ‘smart car’ and we expect
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The International Consumer
Electronics Show

Self-driving demonstration by virtual
reality at KIA Motors booth 4
Ford Shelby GT350R on display
outside Las Vegas Convention Center 5
Faraday Future’s concept
car finally unveiled 6
Visitors who are experiencing
HYUNDAI MOBIS exhibits 7

7
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Parts Story
Compiled by Editorial Room

MOBIS

Automotive
Navigation
Beginnings & Present

Suppose there is no navigation device
when we drive? Many will cry out with
the inconvenience coming therefrom.
However even a few years ago, we used
to manage to find our destination
without it. We would like again to shed
light on the beginning of the
development of navigation along with
its convenience.

The best tool to find a road prior to the use of the product called
navigation was a paper map. In step with the advancement of GPS
(Global Positioning System) technology, we no longer need to
bring a paper map with us or ask directions from passersby.
GPS technology was initially developed for military purpose but
in the 1970s the U.S.A government opened it to the public

interior as its design develops from the

conditionally. Of course, GPS is a core device for operation of

initial stage of new vehicle development,

navigation. Even now, 24 satellites are orbiting the earth at an

focused on durability of and interlock with

altitude of 20,200 ㎞ and provide exact time and location
information across the globe. Navigation systems receives these

the vehicle. Moreover, unlike the portable

signals through GPS antennas and mark the present location of a

reliability verification based on auto parts

vehicle and calculates the distance to the destination, becoming

instead of electronic products. As a result,

our good companion while we drive. Navigation systems were

even under severe environments such as low

initially used for ships and then for aircraft, and now are

or high temperatures, there is no

commercialized in vehicles.

malfunctions in hardware such as screen

Korea first automotive navigation product went public in 1997 as

and buttons. For example, the 4th

HYUNDAI Autonet (merged with HYUNDAI MOBIS as of

generation AVN (Audio Video Navigation)

September 2009). But its release only in the high-priced built-in

rele as e d by our comp any in 2013 has

type hindered its commercialization. Automotive navigation,

secured map design, responsiveness and

fused with a diverse range of multimedia contents in the course of

usability in light of UI (User Interface) - the

its continued development, gradually evolved into the popular

biggest advantage of navigation in the

product we are using now.

market. Apart from that, our company has

However, most people may think that compared with portable

r e c e nt l y ap p l i e d n e w t e c h n o l o g y t o

navigation, built-in navigation has not good quality while the

navigation for the first time in domestic cars

price was higher. But this is not true and rather the built-in type

(Genesis EQ90) - technology in which

has a greater emotional quality including harmony with a vehicle’s

ASCC (Advanced Smart Cruise Control)

type, built-in navigation is certified for its

and LKAS (Lane Keeping Assist System) are
combined in line with recent technology
trends. As such, we may look forward to
further development of new technology for
navigation.
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Together with MOBIS
Written by Editorial Room
photographed by Editorial Room

Technology for Sustainable Growth Secured
CENTRAL, founded in 1971, has grown along with Korea’s
automobi l e h istor y s i nc e t he 1 9 7 0 s w he n d ome st i c c ar
development went into full swing. The company began to receive

CENTRAL

attention in 1973 when it localized auto steering parts for the first

Aims at Global Parts Market
through In-house Technology

time in Korea. Building on technology that enabled the company
to develop the country’s first ever aluminum forged arm in 2003 it
has been making remarkable strides in the domestic auto parts
industry. CENTRAL runs integrated business together with its
eight affiliates. Of these, CENTRAL Motek and CENTRAL DTS
are doing business with HYUNDAI MOBIS.

Korea Gyeongnam Changwon-based CENTRAL is a mid-sized auto
parts manufacturer, commemorating its 45 years of operation this
year. It manufactures steering parts (devices that change the
proceeding direction of a vehicle), suspension parts (devices that
alleviate shock from roads) and transmission parts (parts that
convey power generated from engine to wheels).
Following 2013 and 2014 when it was designated as an excellent
supplier from HYUNDAI MOBIS, CENTRAL was also selected as the
best supplier at our seminar for cooperating companies held in
December 2015 chaired by CEO Chung Myung-Chul.

In 1990, it established an R&D Center and has since been pouring
such a focused investment into R&D that the workforce of the
Center currently reaches as many as 118 out of total administrative
employees of 570 as of now. The company’s advanced technology
led to its award of Changwon City’s Best Research Team Award in
2010 and its selection as ‘The Best New Technology Developing
Supplier’ by HYUNDAI-KIA Motors in 2012. In the year of 2014,
the company was also awarded R52 Jang Young Sil Award in
recognition of its development of the ‘Hybrid Stabilizer Link (a
device that stabilizes turning of vehicles) using technology making
vehicles lighter through Korea’s first injection technique.
Since 2000 when CENTRAL started to supply ball joints suspension parts - to HYUNDAI MOBIS, we have been engaged
in business for mutual benefits. Their aluminum forged arm in
particular is an exemplar of successful cooperation with
HYUNDAI MOBIS, through which we are able to use the state of
the art parts that enhanced strength by 47% with one third lighter
weight as compared with the existing product.
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Orchestra’ composed of its own staff and
office workers in the Gyeongnam area. The
company is carrying out corporate Mecenat
activity as well by installing a soundproof
orchestra rehearsal room in its Masan plant.
CENTRAL believes that rendering

Interview

satisfaction to customers is directly linked to
the company’s growth. Under the vision of

CENTRAL

‘Innovative enterprise that creates value for
customers’ it is expected to emerge sooner or
later as one of parts manufacturers leading

“I will do my best to
make Central a global auto
parts manufacturer”

the global market, based on good relation-

CEO Lee Yongrae

ships with customers.

CEO of CENTRAL Lee Yongrae joined the company as the head of
the CENTRAL R&D Institute from Korea GM in 2012 and took office
as the CEO in 2013. His previous career as a general program

Enhancing Status as a Global Enterprise

manager lends him an extraordinary passion for technology

Along with robust collaboration with HYUNDAI MOBIS,

development.

CENTRAL is registered as the No 1 (P-001) HYUNDAI Motor

“The auto parts industry is a technology-intensive industry that

Company supplier in the Busan/Gyeongnam area, thus sharing the

requires continual R&D as a prerequisite. The company can grow,

same growth history with HYUNDAI Motor Company Group.

only when equipped with its own technology.”
He has focused his sights already on the entire world’s auto parts

Apart from this, the company is supplying 3,000 kinds of products

industry market. While the company has been growing centered on

to the world’s 113 customer companies such as Tesla, GM and

traditional automobile powerhouses such as the U.S.A and Europe

BMW. It creates 40% of its total sales amount in overseas markets

so far, the reason he has been running an overseas affiliate in China

and is now demonstrating its status as a global enterprise through

since 2012 is because of this focus. Besides, the company recently

its major markets-America (60%), Europe (20%) and China (10%).

created an overseas affiliate in Mexico for full operation in 2017-one

And quite exceptionally as a mid-sized company, CENTRAL has

step closer to the global market.

been employing more than 40 new staff a year on average over the

“To compete with global firms, we must render our full efforts to

past four years and in an effort to train them as future leaders of the

secure quality and cost competitiveness. For us to advance forward

global market, it is trying hard to enhance their overall capability

as a global firm, we need excellent talents who have not only foreign
language capability for localization, but also automobile-related

such as expertise, human relations and communication skills.

knowledge, marketing ability, communication skills. It is also

The company’s scope of efforts goes beyond those. As part of

important for us to figure out how to develop and manage

CENTRAL’s corporate culture, it implemented a ‘Reading

technology. In the future, we will not spare our efforts towards

Campaign’ to encourage employee’s flexible and creative behavior

fostering of global talents as well as our investment in technology in

in 2014, winning the ‘21st Reading Culture Award’ by the Minister

our strenuous path towards exploration of new markets for the auto

of Culture and Sports in September 2015. And in order to

parts industry.”

encourage employee’s active hobby engagement, it has been

We look forward to the future of CENTRAL set to continually grow

sponsoring for two years until now ‘Gyeongnam Arts & Business

through fostering of global talents and technology under the

24

management philosophy of CEO Lee Yongrae.
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Japan’s <Waratte Iitomo>

Talk! Talk! Talk!
Compiled by Editorial Room

U.S.A’s <The Amazing Race>

China’s <If You Are The One>

Turkey’s Demet Acaran (above) & Cem Yilmaz (below)

U.S.A Jennifer Lopez

Talk about Each
Country’s
Pop Culture
Pop culture is formed in accordance with
advancement of people’s standard of living,
the spread of education and development of
mass communication. It also reflects trends
and tastes of the public intact, and so many
people try to understand certain countries by
identifying their specific pop culture. This
January+February issue talks about each
country’s pop culture such as TV and films.

China’s Fan Bingbing

Talk about TV Programs and Celebrities

● Kim Seong-cheol
KOREA

search for a partner. The way many candidates try to capture the
other’s heart pleases the viewers.

Most popular TV programs among the young generation

We have a similar program in China. It is <If You Are The

in the United States are reality shows. This generation
seems to project their lives through the shows. While, older
generations prefer talking shows or home/gardening specialized

● Merve Ferhatoglu
TURKEY

One> started from 2010 and let me say this is Chinese
version of Korea’s previous program <Couple>. Single men and

programs. Programs where viewers are able to ‘see’ themselves

women gather and seek to make a couple. These days, programs

appear to be popular.

imported from Korea such as <Running Man>, <More Beautiful
Than A Flower>, <Dad, Where Are You Going> are popular.

In Korea, reality programs are also popular. <Superman
Returns> in particular enjoys high ratings as it shows
authentically how famous figures raise their children during their

● Li Xiang
CHINA

As I am staying in Korea these days, I am not well aware of
the recent trend in Japan. While I was in my country,

day-to-day lives. By viewing this program, unmarried people can

<Waratte Iitomo> (It’s Okay to Laugh) was popular. It is a long-

learn of the reality of marriage and child-rearing, families with

running program that continued until March 2014 from its first

children have empathy, while the elderly people can share the
memory of old days.

● Janet kubinski
U.S.A

show in 1982. It is one-hour long talk show by famous figures or
celebrities. And comedian Tamori - host of the show - is a celebrity

In Turkey, the program named <Marry Me on Esra Erol’s

very popular across the country in Japan. With the original name

Show> is hugely popular. Young men and women at the

Kazuyoshi Moritathe, he is arguably the best comedian as well as
actor in Japan.

ideal age for marriage, turn up on TV, introduce themselves and
● Hirayanagi Genichi
JAPAN
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In Korea, Yu Jae Seok, who is a comedian and MC, is

I would like to introduce <Cell

popular. His always smiling face, positive mindset, and

Phone> released in 2003 with the

care and respect of the surrounding people seem to have made

megaphone of China’s famed director Feng

what he is now.

Xiaogang. This film deals with cell phones’

I want to introduce <Top Gun> released in 1986, starring
Tom Cruise. I suppose all of you might have seen that film.
I also enjoyed watching this one.
So far, we have talked about each country’s pop culture

In Turkey, film actor Cem Yilmaz is No. 1. He appeared as

influence on our lives. The cell phone,

briefly. Then, what do you think of its existence and its

a supporting actor in the film <The Water Diviner>

initially meant to make people closer,

influence on people? I believe it can be accommodated differently

directed by Russell Crowe-actor and director. Another popular

allegedly causes more rifts between us in

depending on the people. Reasonable people with common sense

figure is model-turned-singer Demet Acaran. She debuted as a

reality. This film made me have second

may accept pop culture as the object of consumption, a tool to

singer in 1996 and is still popular among the people.

thoughts about the cell phone.

represent personality or enjoyable culture, while others may be

The U.S.A has plenty of stars and of them, I would like to

As for me, I want to introduce a very

negatively affected. In this sense, I believe pop culture trends such

single out Jennifer Lopez, who is very popular as an actress

old Turkish film. It’s 1975-release

as wellbeing, camping and healing have positively contributed to

and singer. She is not only physically beautiful but also extremely

U.S.A’s <Top Gun>

<Hababam sinifi>. It’s without an exaggera-

people’s enhancement of quality of lives.
I would like to emphasize that people can be one through

tion to say that all Turks know of this film.

popular through her warm heart and good deeds.
Like other countries, Chinese people have different

This film shows adventures and funny

pop culture. I think the power of pop culture is to make

favorite celebrities depending on the age group. People in

b ehav iors w hi le students st r ug g le to

plenty of people from all walks of life become one and share the

the 1960s-70s prefer male actors such as Chow Yun Fat, Jackie

graduate from that infamous school and

same feelings.

Chan, while those in the 80s like beautiful or handsome figures

even now its sequels are coming out.

To me, change of pop culture seems to be directly related

like Fan Bingbing, Jay Chou. On the other hand, people born after

with the development of a country. It could be a new

the late 90s seem to prefer male stars looking like a female and

momentum for economic development and diverse cultural
consumption that may enhance people’s satisfaction of their lives

vice versa.
Japan’s <Nausicaa Of The Valley Of Wind>

Korea’s <ROARING CURRENTS>

and also contribute to the country’s economic growth by and large.
As a matter of fact, we don’t usually use the term pop

Talk about Films Containing Each Country’s Culture
Now, let’s talk about films. Japan is famous for its

c u lt u re i n o u r d a i l y l i v e s . It’s n or m a l l y u s e d by

production of animations. Director Hayao Miyazaki is

commentators, and on news and papers. To ordinary people like

most famous in this field, and I would like to recommend his

me, pop culture seems to be no other than a tool for hobby activity

<Nausicaa Of The Valley Of Wind> released in 1984. At the time,

or information gathering.
Each country, with its own culture, lifestyles and trends,

it was credited to have properly addressed environmental issues on

inevitably has different pop culture. The story of its pop

the planet through its suggestion of the point of view, conflict and

culture is so amazing and interesting to me, also stimulating my

cooperation.
I also watched that animation released in Korea in 2000.

curiosity. I hope we can talk about each other’s pop culture from

Then, I was a bit surprised to see that animations could

time to time.

contain this sort of subject too. The Korean film I can recommend
is <ROARING CURRENTS> released 2014. This film depicts the
Battle of Myeongnyang fought by the country’s most respected
admiral Yi Sun-Sin. It was such a great hit as to mark the biggest
box office record of all time in Korea. General Lee’s responsibility,
leadership and courage seem to have appealed largely to the
people.
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Hiking in Korea
Written and photographed by Travel Writer Lim Ho

Namhansanseong
Harbors Painful
History along its Meandering
Fortress Wall
Namhansanseong Fortress is a provincial park that preserves four gates, five barbicans and
16 small hidden gates along a 11.76㎞ fortress (main castle 9.05㎞, outer castle 2.71㎞)
around steep landformations some 500m above sea level. The Fortress also has more than
200 cultural assets contained, showcasing Korea’s history and culture. In June 2014, it was
designated as the UNESCO World Heritage Site. Its walking path is so popular that more than
3 million people visit here yearly. Walking along the long meandering curves of the Fortress,
you will never feel tedious, thanks to its beautiful nature and cultural relics.
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King Injo Took Shelter 47 days in

Be Strong Enough, Lesson of History from Fortress

the Fortress following Qing's Invasion

The West Gate is currently under construction. This gate

The Fortress is situated across Gwangju-si, Hanam-si and

harbors the most painful history out of the four gates in the

Seongnam-si of Gyeonggi-do, providing many courses to climb

Fortress. Enduring 47 days in the Fortress, King Injo went out

the Fortress. Mountaineers usually start from the East Gate, while

through this gate and underwent the humiliation of kneeling

those who use public transport or want the trekking level usually

three times and kowtowing nine times in plain clothes to

start from South Gate or North Gate.

Qing’s ruler, Hong Taiji. We can’t imagine how King Injo and

You may start your walk by taking a look at the temporary palace,

his men felt at this point. Past the West Gate, there comes

which is a place where the king stayed for a while during his

Sueojangdae located in a high vantage point, which is the only

stopover. It was also used as shelter for the King and royal family

remaining castle out of five at the moment, originally built for

until the arrival of reinforcement military should emergencies

military command and observation. It is the most brilliant

such as foreign invasion or insurgency occur. It was built in 1627

and magnificent architecture among the remaining ones in

during King Injo’s reign during the Joseon Dynasty (the dynasty

the Fortress.

that ruled the Korean Peninsula from 1392 to 1910). In the wake of

Path towards South Fortress from here is very plain, but

Manchu-Qing’s invasion some 10 years later in 1636, King Injo

extremely icy. Walk carefully step by step so as not to fall on

was forced to take refuge here for 47 days.

1

Now, our next course is the North Gate-also called the Victory

2

Gate. Seemingly not matching its name, 300 soldiers of the Joseon

4

Namhansanseong
Harbors Painful
History along its Meandering
Fortress Wall

Dynasty braved a surprise attack from this gate during the Qing’s
invasion only to see themselves trapped in the enemy’s trick and
completely defeated. It was named later by King Jeongjo as a
reminder not to repeat such a shameful defeat during his repair

Sueojangdae built for military command and
observation in emergencies 1
The view from Yeonjubong Barbican is quite refreshing
and charming 2
Seoam Gate - hidden gate used to bring foods and
weapons or for reconnaissance 3
Fun and stunning landscape along the Fortress 4
Temporary palace where King Injo stayed for 47 days 5

work of the Fortress. However, the Victory Gate with no victory at
all looks a bit pitiable.
The path towards Yeonjubong Barbican past the Victory Gate is so
beautiful. Walk the path full of pines along the Fortress with
charms of curves, and in the midwinter you can also appreciate its
fabulous atmosphere with snow. Soon, the fifth hidden gate
appears in your sight. Through a small hidden gate soldiers could
bring foods and weapons, launch a surprise attack and also
perform reconnaissance.
There are 16 hidden gates in the Fortress. Passing through them,
you can see Yoenjubong Barbican. A barbican is double ramparts
layered with another wall to protect the gates. Climbing along the
ramparts on both sides, you arrive at an observation deck where
you can view at a glance downtown Seoul and meandering
Namhansanseong Fortress along the ranges of Cheongryang
Mountain. The view is too attractive and refreshing for you to
leave quickly.
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yourself behind. The final destination is ahead of you-the
South Gate. This gate, also called Jihwamoon Gate, is the
largest and grandest out of the Fortress’s four gates. This is the
gate, through which King Injo entered the Fortress during
Qing’s Invasion. I could sympathize with the king’s pathetic
feelings while he stayed in this temporary palace for 47 days.
History says a magpie that used to fly over to the zelkova tree
there was the king’s only and sole companion and comfort.
The tragedy and misery that a powerless king and people must
endure are the same whether in the past or in the present.
Walking along Namhansanseong Fortress is not simply
trekking but rather a journey through time and history. At the
starting point, we go back to the Joseon Dynasty and at the
finish point, we come back to the present.

Global Etiquette

In the Editorial Room
Korea

China

Ways of Greeting
in Different
Countries

U.S.A

India

Turkey

Russia

Brazil

Czech Slovakia

When people meet for the first
time, they usually exchange

We are waiting for your
participation

greetings by bowing and typically
saying “Annyeonghaseyo”. Then, they
introduce each other and shake hands,
and seniors normally ask the other
party to shake hands.

<HYUNDAI MOBIS Global Magazine> is a bimonthly
news magazine published in order to share plenty of stories with our
colleagues across the world.
We are pouring all our efforts into carrying out our role of conveying
our company’s news, issues and stories to our readers and also the
role of a messenger connecting with our staffers engaged in other
posts. As a channel for sharing our company’s corporate culture and

People make a fist with the

Americans normally greet by

Pe o p l e b r i n g t h e i r p a l m s

right hand and grasp it with left

handshake - grasp hands firmly

together and lowering their

hand and then raise to the heart. Make

and shake hands several times. When a

head, saying “Namaste”, which literally

country’s unique culture worldwide.

eye contact and put your hands a bit

man and woman know each other, the

means, ‘I bow to the divine in you.’ as a

We, at the Editorial Room, need your attention and participation, and

forward by arching your body a little

woman may hug the man briefly instead

way to show respect for the other party.

and say “Ni hao”.

of the handshake. You can approach in a

In other times, they may say “Salamoa”

friendlier way by saying “Hi”, “Nice to

while bringing their hands to lips

meet you”, “Good to see you again”.

gently.

conveying our diverse range of news across the globe, we will do our
best to provide high quality contents to our readers and spread each

look forward to your active participation.

A handshake is also normal but

A handshake is a normal
greeting and the close people

close people usually exchange a

m ay g re e t by a c h e e k k i s s s ay i n g

hug or kiss, saying “Zdrasbuitshe

“Merhaba”. However for seniors, people

(Здравствуйте)”. They use a so-called

Notice

kiss the seniors’ right hand and put

bear hug, which is a hugging method by

Contribute your articles to <HYUNDAI MOBIS Global Magazine>. We seek

their own hand on their forehead gently

wrapping one’s arms around another

as a courtesy.

person and grasping two hands on the
back.

submissions of articles and photos related with various subjects such as
individuals, workplace life, friends/colleagues. We, at the Editorial Room, are
always open to you!
✽✽✽

When contributing, please let us know of your company name, department,

There is a greeting called

People normally shake hands

‘B eijinho’, in which people

s a y i n g “ D o b r ý d e n ”. T h e

gently kiss on both cheek to express

handshake is short and eye

their friendship while meeting or

contact is essential. Don’t be

leaving. Men may shake hands and pat

surprised if your hand is grasped rather

each other on the shoulder.

hard.

your name and contact number.

PERSON IN CHARGE

Assistant Manager Ray Paik of the Headquarters
PR Management Team
Email_ ray@mobis.co.kr
Address_ Newsletter, PR Management Team
(Seoul International Tower 7th floor 203 Teheranro, Gangnam-gu Seoul, Korea)
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